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Persian Land Reform 1967-68 by Ms Anne E. S. Lamton is an outstanding work on the topic it covers. This study is based on the authors' extensive tour through the villages of in the east, west, south and north of Iran. She took this tour for several times and had the programme of meeting the peasants, landowners, officials of the Societies and Federations, and of the Banks for Credit and had their first hand information about the agriculture problem of the country. After acquiring such information she set up to compose her book in which all the points have so well been co-ordinated that the book had turned to be the most excellent piece of research work. And so far as my knowledge goes, no other writer had ventured to do the job in such a commendable manner with the result that the book of Ms. Lamton remains to be a unique composition not equalled by any one else. This is why that I had no choice but to benefit excessively from her excellent contribution.
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